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himself anymore of course, because as the nation’s 
leader he has 24 hour armed protection and a chauffeur 
service provided by An Garda Siochana.

A Parliamentary Question response to Fianna Fail’s 
Limerick TD and Spokesman on Foreign Affairs Niall 
Collins revealed the spending splurge.

The total bill for 2018 so far has come in at €26,053.46.
A note to the reply from the Taoiseach warns that this 

is a provisional figure and could go up, or down, although 
it is not expected it would change much.

The €500-a-week figure we chose presumes that taxis 
were used consistently every week of the year, but with 
the quieter times during holiday periods it’s more likely 
that the figure is much higher during busier weeks.

It is not unreasonable to estimate that it would hit over 
€1,000 during a busy Government week when staff may 
have to work overtime and late.

The road by the infamous Bridge of Sighs between 
Government Buildings and Leinster House becomes a 
popular watching point during Cabinet appointments and 
reshuffles.

This is because it can be seen from the footpath on 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
THE TAOISEACH 
STAFF SPENT OVER 
€500 A WEEK ON 
TAXIS IN 2018
L

eo Varadkar’s Department of Taoiseach of staff 
spent over €500 a week on taxis last year, even 
though their two main places of work are only 
100 yards apart. And to make it even harder to 
believe, there is a glass walkway, nicknamed 

the Bridge of Sighs, connecting the two seats of power, 
Government Buildings and Leinster House.

This means that the Taoiseach, staff and ministers 
don’t even have to step out into the cold - let alone get 
a taxi - to get from the Dail facilities in Leinster House 
on Kildare Street to the Office of An Taoiseach in 
Government Buildings on Merrion Street.

The Taoiseach defended the expensive taxi service, 
saying that: “Taxis are used for official purposes where 
there is no other practical or suitable alternative mode of 
transport available.”

The Department of An Taoiseach has 211.5 of what 
they describe as ‘whole time equivalent staff,’ which 
includes all part-time and fulltime staff in one figure.

But it’s not known how many of these have the authority 
or privilege to order taxis on the Taoiseach’s account.

Taoiseach Varadkar never has to worry about taxis 
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Government Buildings, Dublin

Office of Government Procurement under a Framework 
Agreement for services in the Greater Dublin Area, 
following a public tender process.

“Staff may also from time to time use other taxi 
providers when it is not possible to use the contracted 
company or they are in a location outside the contracted 
area or on official business abroad.

“It should be noted that the figure provided for 2018 
is based on provisional outturn and may be subject to 
revision, as part of the finalisation of my Department’s 
2018 Appropriation Account.”

Merrion Street and if the eagle-eyed spot a TD strutting 
across from Leinster House, you can presume he’ll walk 
back from Government Buildings a minister having got 
the nod from the Taoiseach.

Mr Varadkar gave the following response to the 
question on taxi spending.

“Taxis are used for official purposes where there is no 
other practical or suitable alternative mode of transport 
available.

“My Department has a taxi account for official 
business purposes with a company selected by the 
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in the areas of transportation. Rival Uber has 
previously received heavy criticism for increasing 
fares during terrorist incidents in cities including 
London and New York.

Under current regulations, taxi drivers in the 
Republic are restricted in the amount they can 
charge passengers. Mr Fox said his company was 
keen to see more flexibility on pricing in all markets 
it operated in.

“Would customers be prepared to pay more? 
I don’t think they would be happy about it if I’m 
perfectly honest but I think there are certain 
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SURGE
PRICING 
M

r Fox told The Irish Times that driver 
numbers in the Republic had fallen 
by nearly a quarter since 2008 as the 
State approaches full employment. 

At the same time, demand for 
taxis has jumped sharply with MyTaxi recording 
its busiest quarter to date between July and 
September, carrying more than four million 
passengers.

Surge pricing, in which businesses set flexible 
prices for services based on current market 
demands, has proven controversial, particularly 

Allowing taxi drivers to raise fares during peak periods, such as in the 
run-up to Christmas, on Saturday nights and in situations where public 
transport is unavailable, could help get people home quicker, boost 
public safety and encourage more people to work in the industry. This 
is according to MyTaxi’s Irish country manager, Alan Fox, who said the 
company has held preliminary talks with the National Transport Authority 
(NTA) about increased flexibility around pricing. 
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situations where consumers would do it, on cold, 
wet Saturday nights for example,” he said.

Recruitment
MyTaxi currently has 11,000 registered drivers in 
the State, having added 1,700 more since the start 
of the year. However, Mr Fox said that, despite 
introducing a number of incentives, including 
assistance to help individuals pass the SPSV (small 
public service vehicle) entry test, it was proving 
difficult to recruit enough drivers to meet growing 
demand from the public for taxis.

Flexible pricing was another possible incentive 
that could help increase the number of taxi drivers 
in Ireland, he said.

“We haven’t had a full-on conversation with the 
NTA on this just yet but it is something that I think 
makes a lot of sense for the market as it brings in 
flexibility at peak times,” Mr Fox added.

MyTaxi had recently struggled to respond to a 
surge in demand during Storm Ali when the Luas 
went out of service, he said.

“The Green Line went down just as torrential rain 
started and our service levels went through the 
roof as 50,000 people who would normally get the 
Luas home had to get a taxi or walk. We were able 

to get hold of drivers through instant messaging to 
let them know there was plenty of work there for 
them and we were able to meet demand,” Mr Fox 
said.

“A year ago when we had 25 per cent less capacity 
in the fleet, we would have struggled with that but 
we are in a much better place now although we still 
need more drivers,” he added.

Mr Fox said said MyTaxi had also been having 
talks with city planners and cultural and business 
representatives about new approaches to help 
people get home quickly and safely during nights 
out. These talks include possibly appointing a night 
tsar and lobbying for different closing times so that 
people don’t all spill out on the streets at the same 
time wanting a taxi.

Mr Fox said that, while his company had 
experienced technical issues following the 
migration over from Hailo, he felt MyTaxi was highly 
regarded by users. He cited rising passenger 
numbers as evidence.

He also said the number of Irish customers using 
MyTaxi outside Ireland was increasing, with 39,000 
people having taken trips in foreign cities using the 
app. That figure is expected to rise to 50,000 by the 
end of 2018 – a 125 per cent increase on last year.







they say they are still happening too often and not enough 
is being done to deter thieves from targeting them. 

A spokesman for the National Irish Taxi Association 
(NITA) said that he feels that drivers should be treated like 
any other public servant on the front line. 

He said: “These crimes are going unnoticed and 
unreported. But I really think we should be treated the same 
way as any other public servant. I think people get off lighter 
because they attack a taxi driver. We need to be given more 
protection.  

One of the things that we want is a garda liaison officer 
who would deal solely with taxi drivers. That garda would 
let drivers know the status of investigations into those who 
attacked them so we know that something is being done 
about it. A lot of the time when lads report what happened, 
they don’t hear what goes on in the end and it’s like nothing 
has happened. I think if we knew someone got convicted, 
it’d make drivers more likely to report the crimes in the first 
place. 

Drivers, in the past, have been using WhatsApp groups to 
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DRIVERS 
WANT 
GARDA 
ACTION
Perspex glass and a dedicated garda team: What taxi drivers want after 
robberies by west Dublin gang
A number of taxi drivers have been recently targeted.

T
AXI DRIVERS ACROSS Dublin want stricter 
punishments for those who violently assault 
and rob drivers as well as a dedicated garda 
liaison officer to deal with crime against them. 

Gardai in west Dublin are urging drivers to 
report suspicious activity following a number of robberies 
from taxi drivers and delivery drivers over the Christmas 
period. 

TheJournal.ie understands that there have been a handful 
of such incidents since Christmas in the Tyrellstown, Clonee 
and Blanchardstown areas of west Dublin – however just 
two have been reported to gardaí. 

Most of these incidents have occurred when the taxi 
has been hailed using a phone app. Gardaí believe that 
the gang picks its target by constantly hailing cab, thereby 
allowing them to get an older driver. 

A driver’s photograph is typically displayed on the phone 
app when they are en route to pick up the fare.

While taxi drivers TheJournal.ie spoke to wanted to 
emphasise that these attacks are not a daily occurrence, 
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has also gained the attention of politicians. Fine Gael TD 
Noel Rock has written to the National Transport Authority to 
urge them to act to safeguard drivers. 

Rock has also suggested that a small grant be offered to 
drivers to incentivise them the purchasing of dashcams and 
CCTV systems. 

Speaking about the spike in attacks and the use of hailing 
apps to target older drivers, Rock said: “There is no question 
that more taxi drivers are being attacked than ever before, 
which is alarming. It’s a difficult job and it can also be a 
dangerous job.  It’s my belief that we should be working to 
ensure the safety of drivers as well as passengers.

“Accordingly, I have written to both the NTA and to the 
Minister to urge them to consider some measures to assist 
with the installation of these useful safety devices in their 
cars. A small grant would go a long way to assist taxi drivers 
in installing these safety devices.”

Rock said that he has also sought a meeting with the 
management of the largest taxi app in the market, to see 
what safety measures they intend to implement themselves 
following reports that gangs were targeting older and more 
vulnerable taxi drivers based on the information which is 
presented within an app when a taxi is booked.

“Again, for the sake of the safety of both passengers 
and drivers, this needs to be looked at. Ultimately, I see 
this as an investment in the safety of our taxi drivers, our 
passengers and indeed something which will hopefully 
reduce insurance premiums by increasing safety for all.”

communicate with other drivers and gardaí when they have 
picked up a suspicious fare. 

WhatsApp
When drivers feel unsafe, they are able to send their location 
to a messaging group. Gardaí are then alerted, as well as 
taxi drivers in the area, who search for the roof sign number 
of the driver in trouble.

On many occasions, drivers have received an escort from 
gardaí – especially if the drivers are entering a housing estate 
which is considered a hotspot for anti-social behaviour.

However, this is not the norm, according to the NITA. What 
is becoming more prevalent, according to the organisation, 
is the number of drivers who are taking added precautions. 
Many have CCTV systems installed in their vehicles. Some 
drivers have even installed perspex glass as a way of 
protecting themselves. 

This time last year, TheJournal.ie reported that a group of 
young men were carrying out similar crimes. 

On New Year’s Eve 2017, a driver was threatened with 
an imitation firearm and robbed in the Hazelbury Park area 
of Clonee, west Dublin. The driver, although shaken, got 
to Blanchardstown Garda station where he gave gardaí a 
statement.

Many drivers are now avoiding picking up and dropping 
off in certain parts of Ongar, Clonee and Tyrellstown areas 
for fear they will be targeted.

The increase in the number of taxi driver being attacked 
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!DRIVERS! INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY?

• TAXI AVAILABLE INCLUDING INSURANCE & MAINTENANCE.
• TWO WEEKS HOLIDAYS PER YEAR AND YOU KEEP THE VEHICLE.
• WE LOOK AFTER EVERYTHING IN OUR OWN DEDICATED WORKSHOP.

We also offer short-term rentals to owner drivers if your car is off the road.
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more: www.autoclassmotors.ie

• FINANCE: Can be approved within 2 hours

• CAR SOURCING: Can’t find the car you want? We also specialise in 
sourcing all makes and models of cars. 
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ACCESSIBLE TAXI
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ELECTRIC 

HATCHBACK
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Welcome to AUTOCLASS MOTORS COMPANY. We are a family run SIMI 
member used car dealership located on the Naas Road, Clondalkin Dublin.

Contact us today and a member of our experienced and dedicated 
sales team will be happy to assist you with the purchase of your quality 
affordable used car.

01 412 3913     085 218 8500



SERVICING ALL MAKES & 
MODELS OF CARS
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BODY REPAIRS, SPRAY PAINTING, 
EMISSION TESTS, PRE-NCT

BRAKE PADS FROM €25
We use fully synthetic oil with all services.

085 836 8952
085 108 7768
01 408 0117
killeenmotorservices@gmail.com

WE NOW SUPPLY NEW PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL MAKES & MODELS

We know too well of the struggles in the taxi industry which is why 
we offer taxi drivers extra discounts on labour charges.

FROM LONG MILE ROAD
• Drive straight across the Luas track. 
• Pass Woodies on the left hand side. 
• Turn left and then we are through the fi rst black 

gate on the right hand side. 

FROM M50
• Exit M50 at Inchicore. 
• Turn left after Harris Hino.
• Pass Woodies on the right hand side. 
• Drive almost to the bottom and through the 

black gate on the left hand side.

Whether you need our heavy duty tow truck for 
HGV & heavy truck towing, or light vehicles, 
buses & coaches, we have the right recovery 
truck option for you.

20% EXTRA DISCOUNTS 
FOR TAXI DRIVERS

SERVICING DEAL 1
SKODA OCTAVIA

WAS €120 NOW €95
TIMING BELT KITS €180 FROM €120

SERVICING DEAL 4
CLUTCH KIT DEAL FOR 

TAXI DRIVERS
CLUTCH + FLY WHEEL FROM €280

SERVICING DEAL 2
VW PASSAT (1.9D) SERVICE

WAS €140 NOW €100
TIMING BELT KITS €150 FROM €120

SERVICING DEAL 3
TOYOTA AVENSIS (D4D 2LD)

WAS €180 NOW €120

KILLEEN MOTOR SERVICES
-  YOUR MECHANIC IN DUBLIN -

UNIT 3, KILLEEN COURT, KILLEEN ROAD, DUBLIN 12

We know too well of the struggles in the taxi industry which is why 
we offer taxi drivers extra discounts on labour charges.

20% EXTRA DISCOUNTS 20% EXTRA DISCOUNTS 
FOR TAXI DRIVERS

UNIT 3, KILLEEN COURT, KILLEEN ROAD, DUBLIN 12

24HR RESCUE 
SERVICE+

WWW.KILLEENMOTORSERVICES.COM



NEED A CAR BUT CAN’T GET CREDIT?

HAVE YOU BEEN REFUSED A CAR LOAN IN THE PAST?

NEVER HAD CAR FINANCE BEFORE?

WE SOURCE ALL CARS

PRIUS    SKODA    AVENSIS    PEUGEOT PARTNER    VW CADDY    FORD

CALL TO OUR SHOWROOM AT BALLYMOUNT TO DISCUSS

1 SUNBURY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LOWER BALLYMOUNT ROAD, 

WALKINSTOWN, DUBLIN 12

01 450 9073

085 774 6401

WE FINANCE TAXI DRIVERS

ELECTRIC SPSV
GRANT SCHEME

Up to €7000
available to SPSV drivers 
towards the purchase of an 
electric vehicle

CALL BRAUDSTONE TODAY
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IRELAND HAD THE MOST POPULAR 
DESTINATION FOR MYTAXI 

PASSENGERS ACROSS THE WHOLE 
OF EUROPE LAST YEAR.

was a remarkable year of growth for mytaxi in Ireland, most 
noticeably with regard to trips taken by passengers to Dublin 
Airport, which was our most popular destination across all the 
nine European countries and now more than 100 European cities 
we operate in internationally. 

“Including those joining our fleet who have passed the test 
using our free online training manual, last year was our most 
successful 12-month period for driver recruitment since 2013. 
We want to continue to build our capacity in a sustainable and 
innovative way to match customer demand in 2019 and we 
will continue to enhance the mytaxi app based on the valued 
feedback we receive on an ongoing basis from our passengers 
and drivers.”

Cross-border traffic through the app grew by nearly 200% in 
the year, with passengers increasingly using the same app to hail 
taxis across the 100 European cities mytaxi operates in. 

The top three origin countries for tourists using the mytaxi 
app when visiting Ireland were the United States, the UK and 
Germany with 8.5% of all mytaxi journeys in Ireland being taken 
by visiting tourists. The three most popular countries for Irish 
travellers using mytaxi abroad were Germany, the UK and Spain. 

For the first time in 2018, 100,000 licensed taxi drivers 
internationally signed up to the mytaxi app, with more than ten 
million unique passengers using it.

E
yre Square in Galway, Patrick Street in Cork and 
O’Connell Street in Limerick were the most popular 
drop-off locations across the nation outside Dublin 
in 2018.

The app also carried more than 16 million 
passengers across Ireland in 2018, 3.4 times the entire 
population, covering nearly 66 million kilometres - the equivalent 
of driving around the world more than 1,640 times.

In its look back at 2018 travel patterns and facts, mytaxi 
found this Christmas to be its busiest on record, with Saturday, 
December 15, seeing the biggest demand on the app for taxis 
from passengers ever, followed closely by Friday, December 21 
and Saturday, December 8. 

March 2, when Ireland was worst-hit by Storm Emma, was the 
quietest day of the year for the taxi app.

The average waiting time for a mytaxi driver improved year-on-
year to three minutes 43 seconds over 2018, a 10% improvement. 
The average waiting time for a mytaxi hail to be accepted in 2018 
was 32 seconds, dropping from an average of 35 seconds in 
2017. 

The average rating given to mytaxi drivers by passengers was 
4.8 stars out of 5 in 2018, with drivers saying that over 10,000 
items were left behind by passengers in taxis over the year.

General Manager for Ireland at mytaxi, Alan Fox, said: “2018 

The company revealed that passengers took more than one million trips to 
Dublin Airport using the e-hailing app.
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WWW.MOTABILITYIRELAND.COM
CALL US 01 835 9173 TODAY!
ATTRACTIVE FINANCE PACKAGES AVAILABLE.

Motability Ireland Limited, Unit 21 Ashbourne Industrial Park, Ashbourne, Co. Meath
T: 01 835 9173       M: 086 805 5072       W: www.motabilityireland.com 

TOYOTA  PROACE TAXI 
FROM €48,000

Ireland’s Main Wheelchair Accessible Taxi Supplier
• MOTABILITY IRELAND BUILD ALL VEHICLES IN ASHBOURNE CO. MEATH.
• ALL VEHICLES CONVERTED TO COMPLY WITH REQUIREMENTS G9.
• TECHNICAL ASSESSORS REPORT SUPPLIED WITH EACH BUILD.

FORD TOURNEO CUSTOM TAXI
FROM €44,000



THIS IS THE WORLD’S 
SMALLEST 
SMART TAXI METER SMART TAXI METER SMART TAXI METER 

ONLY AVAILABLE FROM

TAXI SHOP.IE
TEL: 01 830 9000

•  FIRST-CLASS DESIGN
•  READABLE DISPLAY
•  CONTROL OVER THE MENU

•  INTEGRATED CAN
•  80-YEAR MEMORY MODULE 
•  UP TO 99 TARIFFS

WIDTH
79MM

THICKNESS
8MM

HEIGHT
49MM

WEIGHT
60GMPT5

SPECIAL OFFER 
WITH TACSAÍ MAGAZINE 

ONLY €500
SUPPLIED & FITTED 



TAXI SHOP.IE
WE SPECIALISE IN EVERYTHING TAXI!
That’s our niche, and we’re proud to be Ireland’s Number 1 
dedicated taxi services provider. No job is too big or too small 
for Taxi Shop. From installing a taxi meter or receipt printer into 
your taxi to full taxi branding, including taxi roofsigns, branding, 
signage and CCTV. Taxi Shop also have our own shop for all the 
taxi accessories you could ever need.

TAXI SHOP
UNIT 38B, BARROW ROAD,
DUBLIN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
GLASNEVIN, DUBLIN 11

TEL: 01 830 9000
EMAIL: INFO@TAXISHOP.IE
WEB: WWW.TAXISHOP.IE
GPS: 53.373079, -6.292559

CONTACT US

NEW MIRROR METER

 

The Brand New Mirror 
Taxi Meter Technology 
From Tetas Electronics

Your Rearview mirror is now your 
taximeter! Awesome suprise features 
and extortion- preventing features that 
no other taxi meter has. 

• Automatic roof sign control.
• Driver control with password and 

assembly features.
• Compatible with any and every taxi.T&C’s apply

SUPPLIED & FITTED
FROM €370 + VAT

GLASNEVIN CEMETARY

TAXI SHOP

The TAXI SHOP you can trust.
Serving the Taxi Industry for over 30 years.

NEW LED ROOF SIGNS      SUPPLY & FIT     JUST €165 INC VAT







We are Ireland’s leading 
suppliers of new 
and remanufactured 
turbochargers, diesel 
injectors, brake calipers and 
flywheels.

Turbo Factory is well-
known across the country 
for providing top quality 
products, services and 
excellent customer support.

01. SUPPLIER OF BRAND NEW TURBOCHARGES
02. SUPPLIER OF RECONDITIONED TURBOCHARGERS
03. TURBO PARTS SUPPLIER 
04. TURBO CHARGER ACTUATOR REPAIRS & SALES 
05. VNT ADJUSTMENT 
06. TURBOCHARGER FITTING & BOOSTING SOLUTIONS
07. HEADING MACHINERY & MARINE TURBOCHARGER REPAIR.
08. BRAKE CALLIPER SERVICE & NEW CALLIPERS FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

Turbo Factory, Unit 6, Old Quarry Campus, Blanchardstown, Dublin 15
087 338 8155   /   01 880 7999   /   info@turbofactory.ie

WWW.TURBOFACTORY.IE

FREE DELIVERY IN IRELAND - NORTH & SOUTH

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

€250
FOR A

TURBO*
*T&C’S APPLY
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WHAT LYNK DRIVERS GOT UP 
TO IN 2018

The driver was sure to have gotten a shock when 
he found the reptile sneaking around his car. 

It is not known if the lizard tipped his driver, but he 
was reunited with his owner later that day.

Of all the odd requests that taximen received, 
collecting a breakfast roll was the most common.

On average a fare in Dublin city with Lynk costs 
€19.20.

And the most popular question Dubs ask their 
driver is “Are ya busy?”, no shock there.

Other conversation starters Dublin taximen are 
well used to hearing include, ‘Some weather we’re 
having’ followed by ‘Did you watch the match?’.

Lynk drivers have also shared a few secrets of 
their own. 

Throughout 2018, they had to get out and change 
flat tires more than 8,000 times. 

Their preferred car is a saloon, their top radio 
station is Sunshine 106.8FM, and their favourite 
restaurant is Passion for Food on Clanbrassil Street. 
When they’re not busy, obviously!

O
ne person in Dublin paid €673.60 to 
get a taxi from the capital to Dingle - 
the most expensive cab fare of 2018.

That is according to Lynk Taxi who 
have revealed some whacky facts 

about their service that happened in 2018.
So while one passenger blew almost €700 on a 

cab from Dublin all the way to the farthest reaches 
of Kerry, €5.60 was the cheapest fare, after an 
American tourist asked their driver to bring them 
from the 3Arena to the Gibson Hotel next door. This 
is despite the two being just a 30 second walk apart.

Another lazy tourist asked to be driven from the 
GPO all the way to the Spire right across the road. 

The taxi man politely suggested the silly tourist 
“look up” instead. 

The most famous passenger picked up by a driver 
of the company was Liam Neeson, the Taken star 
shocked a driver by hopping into his cab.

Strangely, the weirdest item left behind by a 
passenger was a Bearded Dragon lizard.

Dublin Taxi drivers have shared some interesting facts and stories about 
their work last year.
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DPF SERVICE IRELAND, Quinn’s Filling Station, Carrickmacross, Co.Monaghan 
+00 353 85 133 7788       +00 353 42 950 0242       support@dpfservice.ie

WWW.DPFSERVICE.IE

NATIONWIDE SERVICE

• PASSENGER CARS
• VANS
• TRUCKS
• COACHES
• FORKLIFTS

• PLANT VEHICLES
• CONSTRUCTION 

MACHINES
• INDUSTRIAL MACHINE

With over 10 years DPF SERVICE 
IRELAND clean particulate filters 
and catalysts from:

DPF SERVICE IREL AND
- SINCE 2005 -

2 YEAR

GUARANTEE

WE ARE APPROVED BY ALL MAIN VEHICLE DEALERS 



The number of complaints has been increasing in 
recent years – up from 998 in 2016 and 928 in 2015.

The complaints received about taxis were about driver 
behaviour (474), vehicle condition (46), hiring matters 
(222), fare matters (418) and identification (3; location 
and content of logos, stickers or ads).

Source: NTA

Source: NTA
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DRIVING AN UNREGISTERED 
CAR AND OVERCHARGING: 
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF 
COMPLAINTS ABOUT TAXIS 

T
HE NATIONAL TRANSPORT Authority 
(NTA) generally receives more than 1,000 
complaints about taxis every year.

As of the end of November, the NTA 
had received 1,163 – more than the 1,146 

received for the entirety of 2017.

As of the end of October, most of the examined 
complaints were not proceeded with as there was 

no response from the complainant (285) or the diver 
was given advice (193). In 24 cases, the complaint 

was referred to gardaí. 

The most common complaints were about driver behaviour and issues with 
fares. 
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A selection of the complaints, released by the NTA to 
TheJournal.ie, can be read below:

DRIVER BEHAVIOUR
Complaint: “The drive down the quays to the petrol station 
was uneventful. He asked me if it was ok to stop for petrol and 
I said it was fine, he stopped the meter and that was fine. On 
leaving the petrol station he pulled across the path of another 
taxi and there was much beeping and flashing of lights from 
both cars.

“I have just found out on the taxi checker app that he is 
driving an unregistered cab! I wasn’t going to complain until I 
found out this. I usually get the Nitelink home but I was treating 
myself to a taxi to get home quickly.”
Outcome: Fixed Payment Notice – Driver failed to notify 
NTA of vehicle being operate.

Complaint: “I handed the driver a €20 note. The driver stated 
that he did not have any change to give me. He stopped the 
fare and decided he would bring us to a shop in order for him 
to get change.

“The driver was in possession of the €20 note that I had 
handed to him earlier. He entered the store to get change and 
returned to the vehicle. He stated that “I am not a bank” and 
“you should have my accurate money”.

“The driver stopped the vehicle at our destination and handed 
me €8. I informed the taxi driver that the correct change was 
in fact €8.40. With this, he opened the rear passenger door 
and proceeded to lift the rear passenger seat looking for small 
change.

“The driver eventually gave me the correct change and the 
journey was complete.”
Outcome: Not proceeded with – No response from 
complainant when contacted.

Complaint: “We queued at the taxi rank. 4-6 males got into a 
car that pulled up and the driver had a discussion with them 
and then they got out again and walked away from the queue.

“The driver in question instead of pulling to the top of the 
queue pulled to the back and took people who had been 
queuing less of a wait time. We argued with both the passengers 
and then also the driver (when he rolled his window down) and 
I pointed out he had not followed standard taxi rules in picking 
up the first passenger in the queue.”
Outcome: Not proceeded with- No evidence of any offence.

Vehicle condition
Complaint: “The car was in a bad condition, all the lights were 
on in board like “check engine light” and others, the car was 
making strange noises and inside was very dirty and it had an 
extremely bad smell of cigarettes.”
Outcome: Advice given to licence holder – Vehicle had 
undergone repairs immediately after incident.

Complaint: “Smelly car, had to have window open on a cold 
day. Dog hair (I think) on seats.”
Outcome: Not proceeded with – No response from 
complainant to assist in the identification of the vehicle.

Complaint: “Hired the vehicle from the taxi rank. The vehicle 
was shabby externally with significant wear and tear to 
paintwork and visible dents to panels.

“The interior of the vehicle was filthy; heavy staining on 

dashboard and seating. The boot was also cluttered.”
Outcome: Fixed Payment Notice – Vehicle failed to meet 
required standard.

Complaint: First of all seatbelts in back seat were not 
accessible, back seat covers were ripped and filthy dirty and 
car was generally dirty.
Outcome: Advice given to licence holder- Seatbelts 
accessible but seat covers were replaced.

FARE MATTERS 
Complaint: “We had 3 passengers. My friend tried to tell him 
which way to go but he wasn’t listening to us and kept ignoring 
us. I got dropped off. When he pulled up he said “the fare is on 
your card” and tried to block the meter from me. When I said 
“50 euro, seriously?” he started raising his voice and saying 
the journey was long and that is correct. I felt intimidated by 
myself so I just left it. I spoke to several drivers I know and 
even checked the fare estimate on your website and it all said 
it was nowhere near 50 euro.”
Outcome: Not proceeded with – Complainant unwilling to 
pursue matter; had also complained to taxi company and 
fare was part-refunded.

Complaint: “Taxi stopped for me, I sat in, he asked where I 
was going. I said X, he said it’ll be €17. I told him it’s not, the 
meter will tell him how much it is, he claimed the meter wasn’t 
working tonight and that he’s estimating prices himself.
“I told him that he shouldn’t be out working if his meter isn’t 
working. He drove me home, extremely quickly, no lights, no 
traffic so I imagine it would have cost a lot less than €12 or 
€15. I still gave him the €15 and took his number down.”
Outcome: Fixed Payment Notice – Failure to operate taxi 
meter while on hire.

Complaint:  “Requested a taxi to go to the airport [that was] 
able to accept credit cards, the driver agreed and accepted 
the service. Once we got to the airport the payment terminal 
did not work, therefore I had to go into the terminal, got the 
fare and paid in cash.”
Outcome: Fixed Payment Notice – Failure to print and offer 
a receipt.

HIRING MATTERS 
Complaint: “Driver stopped. Asked where I was going. Took 
off when I said the [name of the] road. Obviously too short a 
journey.”
Outcome: Not proceeded with – No response from 
complainant when contacted.

Complaint: “This man was waiting at the rank and refused to 
bring us because he said “we could walk”, so we asked again 
if he would bring us or not and he got angry so we had to leave 
the taxi. I told him I was taking down his number and then he 
said he didn’t care.”
Outcome: Fixed Payment Notice – Unreasonable refusal.

Complaint: “Taxi driver denied service despite having light on 
and taxi empty. After pointing at his light, he turned it off, drove 
off and then turned it back on.”
Outcome: Fixed Payment Notice – Unreasonable refusal.



•	CARS,	VANS	&	4X4
•	TYRE	SALES,	REPAIRS	&	FITTING
•	PRE-NCT	CHECK
•	3D	4-WHEEL	ALIGNMENT
•	CAR	SERVICE

BLACKHORSE TYRES

WWW.BLACKHORSETYRES.IE

HIGH QUALITY
LOW COST
SUMMER & WINTER
NEW & PART WORN TYRES

FOR ALL TAXIS
NEW 195/65/15
NEW 205/55/16
€55 INC VATDUBLIN:	Unit	1,	Blackhorse	Ind.	Est.,	Blackhorse	Ave,	Dublin	7	 Mob:	085	733	7110
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•	 SOURCE	THE	CAR	OF	YOUR	CHOICE
•	 ARRANGE	FINANCE
•	 FULL	SERVICE,	FULL	VALET	&	NCT
•	 INSTALLED	METER	&	PRINTER
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TIRED	OF	RENTING?
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•	 ARRANGE
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•	 ROOF
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•	 ALL
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We’ll	get	the	right	
finance	for	you

Working with you, the taxi driver, we will supply 
a complete taxi ready to go! This	includes:

CALL MOBILITY HIRE & SALES TODAY!

TOWING - IT’S WHAT WE DO
Our depot is based just 2 minutes from 
the M50 Motorway so this means we 
can have a recovery tow truck towing  
you away, in any part of the city and 
surrounding areas, very quickly. Our 
heavy duty tow truck is more than 
capable of lifting and towing large heavy 
trucks and goods vehicles.

•	CARS
•	VANS	
•	BUSES
•	HEAVY	GOODS	
VEHICLE	TOWING

CALL ON:
01 408 0117
085 836 8952

We provide a round the clock 
Dublin & Nationwide Recovery 
Truck Towing Service.

SPECIALIST HEAVY 
DUTY TOW TRUCK 
EXPERTS

W W W.G I T O W. I E
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called to an incident this morning the 19th of December 
2018 at approximately 7.15am at Christchurch, Dublin 8.

“No further updates are available at this time.”
The Irish Sun reports that the pedestrian was mowed 

down by the stolen taxi as gardai pursued the car along the 
quays.

The pedestrian is understood to not be seriously injured.
The taxi eventually crashed on Reuben Street in the south 

inner city.

PEDESTRIAN HIT BY TAXI IN HIGH AFTER IT IS 
STOLEN IN CHRISTCHURCH

A
pedestrian was injured after a taxi was 
hijacked early this morning near Christchurch 
Cathedral.

The shocking incident unfolded at around 
7.15am outside the Jurys Inn Hotel.

Gardai were called to the incident and two men are 
understood to have been arrested and taken to Pearse 
Street garda station.

A garda spokeswoman told Dublin Live: “Gardai were 

Two men are understood to have been arrested following the incident

Information on the action was passed to the Taxi Regulator.
Gardaí are also carrying out the annual Christmas anti-

drink driving campaign with checkpoints in place throughout 
the country. 

In Limerick, gardaí said that a checkpoint testing for both 
alcohol and drugs saw all motorists pass.

GARDAÍ STOP UNLICENSED TAXI IN DUBLIN AS 
PART OF PRE-CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN 

T
he seizure action was taken as part of Operation 
Pier, a garda enforcement operation taken by 
officers in Pearse Street station.

Gardaí say that the vehicle, a Silver Nissan 
Primera, was stopped on Finglas Road 

last night with the driver potentially facing a €5,000 fine. 

Gardaí conducting checks of vehicles in Dublin have seized the roof sign 
and discs from an unlicensed taxi. 

male passenger who demanded cash. Investigations are 
ongoing.”

The driver of the taxi did not receive any injuries but was 
said to be shaken.

Some dash cam footage was salvaged of the passengers 
which is believed to have been handed over to gardai.

The teenagers are believed to be part of a gang who have 
been terrorising the Blanchardstown area recently.

Some taxi drivers are no longer serving certain areas of 
Dublin in fear they will be attacked or mugged.

A number of incidents have occurred in the Tyrrelstown 
and Clonee area in the last few weeks which has caused 
concern among drivers.

And now drivers are stopping bringing fares to certain 
parts of west Dublin to avoid the same happening to them.

THREE TEENAGE YOBS THREATEN TAXI DRIVER 
BEFORE ROBBING DASH CAM & NOT PAYING FARE

A
taxi driver was robbed by three teenage 
yobs after taking them in for a fare.

The driver was bringing the three young 
men from Parnell Square to Tyrrelstown on 
Sunday, December 30.

Along the way the passengers asked could they get off at 
Littlepace Road in Clonee.

After they came to a halt the front seat passenger grabbed 
the dash cam before one of the three threatened the driver.

All three teens made off without paying the fare and the 
cab drivers dash cam after the incident.

A garda spokesperson said: “Gardaí are investigating a 
robbery from a taxi at Littlepace Road, Clonee, D15 30th 
Dec 2018.

“The driver was allegedly threatened with a knife by a 

Gardai are investigating the incident



If you are interested call HR 
Department on: +353 1 626 9092

Or email your details to
careers@devinescs.com

•	 Provided	with	the	best	vehicles	in	the	industry
•	 No	overheads	or	insurance	costs	with	long	term	

job	security
•	 Service	professional	clientele
•	 Must	 be	 committed	 to	 providing	 the	 highest	

standards	in	customer	experience
•	 Full	and	part	time	positions	available
•	 PSV	license	is	a	mandatory	requirement

Join ireland’s leading 
Chauffeur Team
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€30

€35

FULL RANGE OF BLACKLION TYRES

BESTLANE TYRES   Unit 33, Slaney Rd, Dublin Industrial Estate, Dublin 11
TEL: 087 270 4319       EMAIL: bestlanetyres@gmail.com

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

FULL RANGE OF BLACKLION TYRES

WE’RE THE CHEAPEST IN THE CITY
NEW TYRES
205/55/16

€50
BALANCED WITH 

NEW VALVE
195/65/15 €50

THE TAXI’S FRIEND
BESTLANE TYRES

€35



TOP STORIES FROM AROUND THE GLOBE

WORLD NEWS
CANADA
‘It’s gotten out of hand’: Toronto area taxi fare scam has defrauded 
victims of millions, police say

Police have made arrests but there are still drivers on the road 
scamming customers, detective says.

Toronto police issued a warning on Thursday about an ongoing taxi 
fare scam that has already led to the arrests of five people who now face 
more than 260 charges for identity theft.

According to investigators, some taxi drivers are using customized 
point-of-sale machines — often called debit machines — to steal 
key financial information from customers. Police stressed that cab 
companies are “not directly involved” in the alleged scam and have co-
operated with the investigation. 

The fraud has been going across the Greater Toronto Area for at least 
a year, said Det.-Const. Kristin Thomas. Hundreds of victims have had 
money and information stolen.

“It’s gotten out of hand,” Thomas said, adding that one Canadian 
bank has reported more than $1 million in losses, while several others 
say their customers have been defrauded of hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. 

The alleged racket is fairly straightforward. It relies partly on 
technology, partly on sleight of hand. 

According to police, a driver picks up a customer and takes them to 
their destination. If the customer opts to pay with a credit or debit card, 
the driver hands them an altered point-of-sale machine. The customer 
inputs their pin code into the machine, which then returns an error 
message. The driver asks for the device and the payment card “to rectify 
the problem,” police said.

At that point, the driver swaps out the customer’s card with another 
card from the same financial institution, and completes the transaction. 
Those involved make a point of operating late at night and into the early 
morning hours, when customers are likely to be less alert, Thomas said.

Here’s the crux: the point-of-sale machine records the customer’s pin 
code. 

The driver then heads to a bank with the customer’s actual debit or 
credit card and their pin, and drains their account from an ATM. 

“The customer usually has no knowledge of the fraud until the bank 
notifies them, or they attempt to utilize the card provided to them by 

the driver at a later date, realizing it has been swapped,” police said in 
a news release. 

Despite the arrests, investigators believe there are other drivers still 
stealing financial information from customers.

“There are still a number of incidents occurring, and there are still 
outstanding individuals actively defrauding the public utilizing various 
cabs in the GTA,” police said. 

Thomas said GTA taxi companies have helped police with the 
investigation. The alleged fraudsters are individual drivers acting 
independently, or are people who have access to a cab, perhaps through 
an unwitting family member, according to Thomas. 

The fraud office at Toronto police’s 55 Division offered the following 
tips to avoid becoming a victim:
• Do not leave your debit or credit card unattended inside a point-of-

sale machine at any time.
• Be aware of cab numbers and company names when using their 

services.
• Be aware of the driver’s identification that is displayed to the customer 

in clear view in the rear of the cab. 
• Always remove your debit or credit card before handing a point-of-

sale machine back to a driver for any reason.

Meanwhile, between November 2018 and this month, police arrested 
four men, a woman and a 16-year-old boy in connection with the scam. 
All of the accused are from Toronto.

A search warrant executed on Dec. 19, 2018, turned up a point-of-sale 
machine and financial documents and personal banking information 
relating to various victims, according to police. 

The five accused face a total of 262 fraud-related charges.

AUSTRALIA
TAXI and rideshare operators face fines of up to $3 million — and 
drivers $300,000 — for endangering passengers’ lives under new laws.

Transport Minister Rita Saffioti said new taxi and rideshare reforms 
included:
•	 FINES of up to $300,000 or two years jail for drivers who engage 

in unsafe practices resulting in death or injury. This would be in 
addition to criminal offences that already apply such as dangerous 
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driving occasioning death, assault or manslaughter.
•	 PENALTIES of up to $3 million for taxi and rideshare companies 

that knowingly dispatch a vehicle which is unsafe, resulting in death 
or injury to a passenger.

•	 NEW powers for the Department of Transport which allow 
authorised officers to gain entry to taxi and rideshare operators’ 
premises, and run controlled operations such as posing as customers 
and issuing improvement notices as required.

•	 REQUIREMENTS for taxi and rideshare operators to report 
serious safety incidents to the Department of Transport for further 
investigation.

“We want to ensure that those involved in providing transport, 
whether it’s a booking service or drivers who are interacting with the 
public, are fit and proper people,” Ms Saffioti said.

Historic reforms to WA’s on-demand transport and taxi industry 
passed through State Parliament this week. The centrepiece is a 10 per 
cent levy on total taxi and rideshare fares generated by operators that 
will be used to fund a voluntary taxi plate buy-back scheme. 

The levy, expected to be in place by January, will be collected monthly 
for large companies and on a quarterly basis for small businesses.

Booking services will be required to sign up to payment of the levy 
to operate in WA.

Plate owners will receive between $100,000 and $250,000, less any 
hardship payments already received, depending on how long they 
owned the plate. Uber this week indicated it would pass the cost of the 
10 per cent levy on to passengers.

Uber State manager Kate Debenham said she was pleased that Uber 
was now recognised “as a key part of the transport mix in WA”.

UK
Proposals announced today (Wednesday 19 December) by Transport 
for London (TFL) and Sadiq Khan the Mayor of London to switch 
London’s black cab fleet to electric are not ambitious enough and could 
lead to the capital’s black cab drivers holding onto diesel taxis for longer, 
Unite the union.

Highlighting that the £18 million package falls short of the initial 
£40 million promised for the mayor’s decommissioning scheme, Unite 
warned that proposals to speed up the reduction in age limits for 
London’s black cabs would reduce trade-in values, leaving drivers with 
smaller deposits to put down on electric replacements.

Added to that, a lack of infrastructure and investment in dedicated 
charging points for electric taxis by TFL and local councils could leave 
the take up of electric taxis in the slow lane, the union said.

Calling for TFL and the Mayor of London to engage with the 
capital’s cab drivers, Jim Kelly from Unite’s London cab section said:

“These proposals represent a £22 million cut in the money promised 
for decommissioning diesel cabs on London’s roads and could result in 
de-incentivising the switch to electric taxis in the short to the medium 
term.

“Added to that, you have a chronic lack of investment in charging 
points leading to taxi drivers waiting for over two hours to charge their 
electric cab.

“Short on ambition, there is a real risk that these proposals will end up 
as nothing more than a dog’s breakfast and lead to cab drivers holding 
on to diesel vehicles for longer or going out business.

“We would urge TFL and the mayor to think again, and work with 
London’s cab drivers on a package of measures that properly incentivises 
the switch to electric black cabs and reduces emissions.”
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• NO SD Card
• Multi-Channel
• Full HD
• SSL Encryption

• Real Time 
Reporting

• Instant 
Notification

• Remote 
Configuration 
Management

• & Much More…

WORLDWIDE CERTIFICATION

Camera Telematics
3rd Floor, Unit 1, Airside Building, Boeing Ave, Airport Business Park, Co. Waterford

Tel: 0818 222 014 | sales@camera-telematics.ie

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

www.camera-telematics.ie

The Most Advanced Video 
Event Data Recorder (VEDR) 

on the Market

STREETANGEL
“Visually Aware-Virtually there”



The data received can also be used for insurance 
purposes due to the advanced SSL encryption, 
providing your company with an effective 
evidence, enterprise management and location 
monitoring tool.

In the illustration, we have shown the forward 
facing Street Angel camera, with our optional 
camera hub and 1 AHD cameras, in this instance 
a passenger monitoring camera.

This advanced camera solution 
provides a powerful reporting device 
to deliver valuable video FNOL, Driver 
and vehicle data where and when it’s 
needed, allowing you to manage your 
fleet efficiently and effectively.

The data received can also be used 
for insurance purposes due to the 
advanced SSL encryption, providing 
your company with an effective 
evidence, enterprise management 

and location monitoring tool.

Street Angel

TAXI SOLUTION

This solution consists of the 
following:

• 1 x Street Angel
• 1 x Camera Hub
• 1 x AHD 720p 1.3mp Internal dome with IR
All features are included in our solution, please 
see below for a few highlights.

• Built in 4G, WiFI and Bluetooth modules
• FNOL – First Notification of Loss
• GPS for vehicle location – Track and Trace 

your fleet
• Real time Driver score card
• 24/7/365 Automated Crash detection filtering
• CHC – Camera health check technology

STREETANGEL
“Visually Aware-Virtually there”



Control of Taxi Services - An applicant must already 
hold a valid Class “C” driving licence free of endorsement 
and the P.S.V. Drivers Licence required a test at the local 
carriage offi ce at the Garda Headquarters. These tests were 
conducted orally because some of the applicants cannot 
properly read or write! Many of these applicants never 
drove a taxi, but found the “licence” valuable as a reference 
in securing other occupational driving positions. The implicit 
quid pro quo for the issue of a licence expressed in terms of a 
requirement that the driver be available (with taxi) for hire on 
demand for a minimum of 40 hours per week. Taxi services 
by full-time drivers are economically viable only in areas of 
high population density with a suffi cient level of demand. 
In other cases, only hackney (private hire) arrangements 
are practical. Taxi ranks are provided in Cities, mainly 
centre isle stands, radio cab arrangement came in 1958 
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ROLLING BACK THE 
YEARS OF THE TAXI 

TRANSPORT AS A 
SOCIAL SERVICE 

AND A VITAL LINK 
TO OUR ECONOMY

BY DERRY COUGHLAN OF THE CORK TAXIMENS’ ASSOCIATION.
In 1977, the National Prices Commission conducted a study of “Taxi and 

Hackney Services” provided in the major cities of the Republic of Ireland, 
making observations for the forthcoming demand and usages that these 

services can provide to the general public, on the “single fare” method 
of hiring, with no restrictions on destination or time span etc. Prior to 

this study, the taxi and hackney regulations were revised in 1963 and its 
establishment was very slow in developing and expanding in the Public 

Market place of Passengers Transfers (FARES &AVAILABILITY ETC.).  

T
he three chief motivations giving rise to the need 
for taxi services are necessity, convenience, 
and economic effectiveness. Taxi services in 
general, can never be as cheap as high volume 
passengers’ services, such as buses and trains 

for the obvious reasons of vehicle scale, personal hire of 
the whole vehicle for any journey, the comparatively higher 
standard of door-to-door service especially to the remote 
areas, with greater comfort in the shortest travel time for the 
journey. Whereas private cars cannot carry passengers for 
reward, the taxi licence gives additional safeguards to the 
passengers and its establishment is Statutory Transport 
Undertakings, which services are available in Cities, 
Towns, Airports, Railway Stations, Ferry Ports, and Bus 
Termini, particularly outside the normal times of operation of 
connecting public transport.    



licences are issued to applicants (not companies) who hold 
a current P.S.V. Drivers licence only. Private applicants 
will not get a taxi licence, and if you are transferring a taxi 
vehicle to a new owner, that person must also hold a current 
P.S.V Drivers Licence. Meter constraints on fare structures, 
as Dublin and Cork, later Limerick and Galway were the 
statutory taximeter areas. You had mechanical and electric 
type meters available, before the introduction of taximeters 
in “public hire” vehicles. You also had a mandatory fares 
card, with destinations being landmark stops, ticket price, 
and you got out of the taxi at these locations - otherwise, 
you paid gratuities to the driver for your doorstop. Confusion 
existed before 1963 in the street service vehicles licences, 
as taxis and hackneys were plying for hire, so the whole 
system was re-arranged with taxis given ROOF SIGNS and 
at a later stage TAXIMETERS. This was in order to clarify 
the purpose and legal function of Public Service Transport 
in the “Single Fare Method of Hiring in Public Places,” etc. 
In 1967, there were 1,126 Taxis in Dublin, 159 in Cork, 3 in 
Wicklow and 1 in Kildare - that was the taxi scene at that 
time. The unemployed person, operating a taxi was not a 
success before 1979, as from then on, a sales valuation 
was on TAXI PLATES, which brought about the business 
invested person, as a taxi-driver, also being protected with 
governing rules, orders and regulation, etc. 

Now as we progress on from here, we met several 
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for the fi rst time. The purpose basically was to enable a 
vehicle returning to its normal base or to a public stand to 
be diverted to pick up a new fare. Most radio-cab operators 
were organised in co-operatives. The charge for telephone 
and radio hiring was disliked by the public – meters were not 
used outside the taxi areas- the fare being an agreement 
with the hirer. 45 new taxi vehicle licences were issued in 
Cork on September 1976 for the last time, bringing a total of 
210 taxis in the six mile radius with 620 residents per taxi. 
The number of private hire vehicles (Limousine or Hackney) 
is not clear due to City and County motor taxation merger 
in 1974/75, under the special S.P.S.V. Motor Tax rate. It 
was not known how many without metres are licenced etc. 
1939 saw the introduction of the fi rst City of Cork Taximeter 
Area under S.R.&O, 1939 No. 89, and Dublin Metropolitan 
Taximeter Area Order was in 1937. The City Councils in 
their Byelaws provide Taxi Stands for notice to the public 
who wish to avail of point-to-point transport delivery on a 
registered payment fare, while the engagements at these 
hiring locations are in accordance with queue priority. 
Setting-up and progressing the taxi trade became diffi cult, 
with self-employed operators, such as taxi-drivers, must 
provide their own original and renewal capital, whereas 
normal employees do not. Apart from availability of services 
when necessary to them, taxi users are otherwise most 
concerned about real or apparent overcharging. Taxi vehicle 



licence control. The Regulations prescribe the duties of 
drivers, conductors, and passengers on large public service 
vehicles and of the drivers and passengers on PUBLIC 
HIRE VEHICLES (Taxis). At that time, the report claimed 
that fares would be reduced with the introduction of the 
LONDON TAXI, with an initial outlay for Ireland being about 
TWO MILLION POUNDS, for the four taximeter areas, this 
was to replace the ZONE TO ZONE FARES, which was not 
attractive to the public. 

THIS GOVERNMENT PUBLICATION prepared by Hyland 
Associates Limited, was to investigate the economics of 
providing a taxi service in the major cities of our country – a 
financial return for the licenced operators, showing profits 
and costs – plus the important issues for the members of 
the travelling public with availability and affordable fares. 
Independent travel transfers and visitor convenience. 
WHAT YOU HAVE READ - : Are extracts from the “Study 
of Taxi and Hackney Services Report 1977” showing the 
consultants research, empirical testing, regulation theory, 
assessments, licensing rules and orders, taxi stations, 
instant hire and order hire, estimates on vehicles and 
running costs, driver income, zone to zone fare costings, 
with demands forecasts and future developments in 
progress and expansion areas, etc. There are undoubtedly 
aspects of taxi operation, which makes it appealing as a job, 
only to particular types of people. For the most part, they 
are those who want to be their own masters and work as 
and when they please, subject to whatever objectives for 
income they may have. The major fault in the introduction 
of “TAXI DEREGULATION”   besides the oversupply 
of the taxi vehicles was that the new entrant taxi-driver 
didn’t understand the change involved. You now become 
a self-employed business person in the DEMOGRAPHIC 
CONSUMER MARKET, understanding peoples needs, 
business promotion and effective communication. You 
become a sales person in societies transport marketing role, 
for your upkeep of vehicle standards and business profits, 
etc. 

In 1981-82 we in Cork saw the taxi business going 
nowhere. Dublin was the biggest taximeter area, with 1,924 
taxis. One-third day workers, one-third night workers, and 
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difficulties. We had many “trade strikes” and “protests.” 
New taximeter areas were established. The District 
Councils were constantly interfering, while the Garda Public 
Carriage Offices were very good to us operators. We had 
no licensing problems - standards were high, taxi supply 
public performance was good, but the work and fares were 
not regular. The problem was, a lot of quiet time with many 
waiting-non productive hours. Demand was very slow in the 
“market place,” but later the “drink-driving laws” helped us. It 
eventually took hard work to expand the volume usage with 
two separate markets being set up, i.e. Advanced Booking 
Taxi Hiring Offices and the traditional instant hiring provided 
on TAXI RANKS in PUBLIC PLACES and TRANSPORT 
TERMINALS, etc. To support this industry the person 
becoming a taxi-driver had to change and become more 
business professional. Changes included improved dress 
code, car size and clean interior, good close of business 
issues with the hirer – bringing the passengers the most 
economical route and if the fare goes over the QUOTA you 
bring it down for the hirer – Don’t “poison” them?

From then on, virtually all taxi services are one man, 
owner-driver operations. Most of these operators are in the 
business for their own individual objectives. The regulations 
do not provide for part-time taxi operation as a recognised 
level of participation in the business. If part-time operation 
is to become established, then a suitable form of licence 
would be necessary to reconcile the conflicting interests of 
the public, the full time driver and the part-timer. The logical 
approach would be to prescribe the times at which a part-
time operator could work. At that time, the cost of purchasing 
a CAR was a problem. There were variable operating 
costs, depreciation factors, effective fare rates, periods of 
waiting time and frequency of demand – financial support 
for the industry (road tax, insurance, petrol, and income tax 
rebates, etc.). The 1963 Road Traffic Act saw Regulations 
prescribe the procedure for the licensing of classes of 
public service vehicles, for the licensing of DRIVERS of 
public service vehicles in certain cases and set out certain 
provisions relating to the control and operation of public 
service vehicles. Vehicles operated by statutory transport 
undertakings are exempted from public service vehicle 



inserted in the national newspapers, which drew 122 written 
submissions etc. The licensing of vehicles in non-taximeter 
areas was supported to be developed under demand in rural 
areas, with the growth of private hire operations continuing 
in certain urban areas. This report dealt with, Range of 
Functions Discharged by small P.S.V’s,  The need for 
separate Taximeter Areas – Options for a New Approach – 
Function of Taxis – Control Arrangements – Driver Licences 
– Public Service Vehicle Regulations – Limousine Hire and 
Undertakers Functions, etc. While the Deregulated Market 
was not recommended, as was outlined in the ECMT 
INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON TAXIS (1992) held in 
SEVILLE, SPAIN. One of the highlights at this conference 
was, using mainstream taxis to provide for people with 
disabilities (specialised taxi services), but DEREGULATION 
was not recommended, because of the costs support 
to the operators and the occasional demands for such 
transport services, with alternatives being developed and 
expanded. One thing that came out of this seminar and 
recent worldwide transport conferences was that the 
external appearances and identification of taxis should be 
all the same in most large cities throughout the WORLD. 
However, unfortunately the ‘motor manufactures’ left the 
scheme down, with their capacity designs and human 
carriage requirements not to transport requirements. Just 
look at the LIGHTING ARRANGEMENTS on the new cars, 
FASHIONABLE, rather that PRACTICAL, SAFE and with 
more VISION COMFORT, etc. All of these SEMINARS 
and TRANSPORT CONFERENCES worldwide put great 
emphasis on INSTANT HIRE STREET STATIONS (taxi 
ranks) in our cities, i.e. location, demand capacity, site 
layout, notices, and procedures, while it was u nderstood 
that TECHNOLOGY would develop the SECOND MARKET 
METHOD OF HIRING FOR TAXIS in the forthcoming years.       

The Conclusion is the Road Traffic Act needs to be 
totally revised and properly updated, especially for PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT including the PERMANENT TAXI RANKS 
and the OCCASIONAL APPOINTED NIGHT AND EVENTS 
TAXI RANKS – DROP OFF and PICK UP PASSENGER 
RULES, BYE LAW revision for CLEARWAYS, 
COLLECTION AND DELIVERY BAYS , PARKING 
METERS, WHEELCHAIR BAYS, DOUBLE & SINGLE 
YELLOW LINE ALLOWANCES, PEDESTRIANISATION 
AREAS, MOTOR &CYCLES PARKING, BUS STOPS, 
CAR PARKING ZONES, INFORMATION KIOSKS, and 
LOCATION  DIRECTION SIGNAGE – All with PROPER 
ENFORCEMENT for members of the public and particularly 
the visitors to our CITIES and TOWNS. In Cork, sites for 
taxi ranks is an ongoing problem. They tried to persuade us 
that technology will take over – head bangers - After all the 
years since the 1968 Taxi Schedule, we got a temporary 
revision in the 2016 BYELAWS, but we will have to get 
INDEPENDENCE with our TRANSPORT FUNCTIONS 
in our CITY and that applies to everyplace and everyone. 
WE don’t want CHILDISH CIVIL SERVANTS in our way 
anymore! It is compulsory for Street Design to have Taxi 
Ranks incorporated to support Public Transport Laws, thus 
in olden days, they were always positioned at CENTRE 
ISLE of Street and Transport Terminals, in non-productive 
areas, as kerbside was essential for business trading and 
parking –   Obviously the present day PUPAS have got it all 
wrong? THANK YOU.
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one-third part-timers. Despite being the capital, surprisingly 
they were also going nowhere in this full-sized car design 
transport business. The public were reluctant to use taxis 
mainly because they hadn’t any spare money to dispose of, 
so we in the six-mile radius Taximeter Area of Cork tackled 
this issue by implementing a “skimming price” programme 
- price flexibility policies inside our meter area. We rounded 
off the fares to suit the hirer and returning empty for “pick-
ups.” We gave attractive fares with the objective to educate 
people what the taxi business was all about. We gave 
special promotion allowances and then the next step was 
the “the short distances” outside the meter area (on private 
hire). We had a set price table of fares that greatly expanded 
our business, and we had both day and night travel hirings 
(list prices). Then on the long distance travel fare, we had 
a schedule of locations in the Republic of Ireland with set 
quotations targeting the “Long Distance Runs” – Profit 
Oriented Objectives. We put 50% on 100% so we were 
able to discount the fare to work the job straight away with 
the client, and it worked until they brought in the National 
Taximeter Area - Then all that business went! Our policy 
on the “same job” we charged “no waiting time” and the 
return fare was “half price” on the same day outing etc. Our 
licenced taxi vehicle jumped in value to ten thousand pounds 
plus, whereas in Dublin you could buy a licenced taxi vehicle 
for under five thousand pounds. The Dublin drivers then, 
followed our example and gained success in the market 
place. With all the people out there we conquered the 
sales variable and the individual in the market place. The 
“Recommended Cork Taxi Hiring Tables”, Euro way-bills, 
price and kilometre quotations booklet had a set kilometre 
rate, which was above your meter rate as you had no “initial 
start” cover, but as stated the “Taxi Fares Directory” could 
be discounted to gain the job/fare making the price attractive 
for each journey. Whereas the “Bonus Reward” was getting 
the return fare on the medium or long journey delivery 
outside the taximeter area, if such a transaction existed or 
was required, etc.? Etc. Taxi services in those days were a 
luxury. The vehicles were large and comfortable with large 
luggage booth storage. In time and as we progressed the 
car manufactures neglected the vehicle build (under the 
construction and use of vehicles Act both in Ireland and 
Europe – our ref: S.I No. 190 of 1963 Road Traffic Act 
regulations). Technology, being artificial, has made many 
errors in vehicle design (seating, bodyworks, safety and 
external lights etc.). Many vehicles out there are far too 
small but we also cover the “mini-cab market” nowadays. 
A very important quote from this Statutory Instrument RTA 
Construction Equipment 1963 “ If and so long as three or 
more children under the age of 15 years are being carried 
on a small public service vehicle, the number of  such 
children shall be deemed to be reduced by one-third for the 
purpose of calculating the number of passengers carried”. 
Therefore two children count as one passenger for carriage 
and charge. The EU rule for children now is under 12 years 
of age. 

In May 1991, the Minister for the Environment announced 
his intention to establish an inter-departmental committee 
to carry out an in-depth examination of the current laws 
and procedures governing the operation of Small Public 
Service Vehicles. This Inter-Departmental Committee 
review was published in May 1992, after a public notice was 





AUTOBOUTIQUE

AUTOBOUTIQUE      61B KEEPER ROAD, DRIMNAGH, DUBLIN 12       085 784 3098

Leather-look 
seat covers for 
taxis. 
Fully fitted and 
guaranteed.

PROTECT YOUR TAXI

• WATERPROOF
• DUSTPROOF
• EASY WIPE-CLEANNEW

DESIGN

DOUBLE 

STITCHING

!!!NEW!!!
IN STOCK

SET OF HEAVY-DUTY 

CAR MATS & BOOT MATS
(SIMILAR TO THOSE FEATURED HERE)

TO SUIT ALL CARS & VANS



MOTABILITY IRELAND IN FULL SWING AS 
WAV 19 TAXI GRANT SCHEME IS LAUNCHED.

can be so frustrating having to wait 12 to 16 weeks 
for a vehicle order, so Motability Ireland have just 
eliminated this.  All vehicles are on site and ready 
to go.

Our aftersales service is second to none leading 
to very high repeat business from our loyal 
customers. Why would you go anywhere else for 
your wheelchair accessible Taxi?’’

Call Motability Ireland’s dedicated 
sales team on:

01 835 9173

Or visit their impressive indoor 
showroom facilities in Ashbourne 
Co. Meath.

www.motabilityireland.com
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T
he Ashbourne based company converts 
all vehicles in house and is a one stop 
shop for all Taxi requirements. Their 
mobility engineers assist with grant 
applications, offer expert advice across 

all vehicle models & can provide attractive fi nance 
options.

Speaking to Motability Ireland’s general manager 
Jonny Moore at their premises in Ashbourne, he 
explains what activities are currently taken place at 
their NSAI approved workshop facilities.

‘’ We are very busy at present with the launch of 
new Peugeot Rifter which is replacing the Peugeot 
Partner. Our low fl oor conversion on this model 
is G9 compliant and I believe this will be a very 
successful offering to the Taxi market in 2019.  The 
ever popular new model Ford Custom is also now 
available. We have recently signed an exciting 
mobility partnership agreement with Toyota Ireland 
on the new Toyota Proace Wheelchair Taxi and we 
are looking forward to full production on this model 
in the coming weeks.

Motability Ireland has also been proactive in 
ordering vehicle models late in 2018 to have healthy 
supply of vehicle stock across all suitable brands. It 

Multi award winning car adaptations company Motability Ireland are very 
busy at present converting the popular vehicle models for wheelchair 
accessible Taxis due mainly to the grant scheme going live.
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COLOGNE 
TAXI FAIR
The Taxi Fair in Cologne, Germany 
was attended by Taxi Shop’s very 
own Emmett O’ Reilly

Above: Managing director of Kienzle Argo 
International, Gerome Scholz and Emmett O’ 
Reilly from SKAN ATM





Oscar’s Garage, Unit 6, Finglas Business Park, 
Tolka Valley Road, Dublin 11
oscarsgarage.ie       info@oscarsgarage.ie       
087 740 8860       01 531 3928

KP Taxis Ltd, Unit 6, Finglas Business Park, 
Tolka Valley Road, Dublin 11
kptaxis.ie       info@kptaxis.ie       
087 740 8860       01 531 3928

TURBO SERVICE LTD.

• Taxi Equipment
• Taxi Rental
• Garage Services

KPTAXIS.IE       INFO@KPTAXIS.IE       087 740 8860       01 531 3928

Vehicle Services & Maintenenace
• Electrical & mechanical work
• Comprehensive car diagnostics, EOBD, ABS and 

air bags
• Timing belts, head gasket, clutch kits/duall mass 

flywheel replacement
• Complete engine repairs and servising:
• Reconditioning of the starting motor, alternator 

works while you wait
• Suspensions
• 4-Wheel alignment, tyres, wheel balancing & 

punctures repairs
• Batteries
• Pre-NCT check
• Supply & fit lights: xenons, led bulbs etc.
• Light alignment
• Mig welding
• Air-con system recharge
• Supply and fit reverse sensors and cameras, CCTV 

cameras
• Key programming
plus more ...no job too big or too small

Supply and Fit TAXI Accesories:
Mirror taxi meters, printers, 
taxi roof signs, coin holders, 
safety equipment, receipt rolls, 
branding, taxi rental

Garage Services

Supply and Fit TAXI Accesories:

WE NOW 

REFURBISH OR 

REMOVE 

EGR VALVES



General 
Knowledge 
Questions
1. In Greek mythology, who is the Goddess 
of Youth? 
2. Who was the fi rst female winner of BBC’s 
Sports Personality of the Year in 1962?
3. What name is given to the small shallow 
dishes used in laboratories for growing 
cultures? 
4. For which movie did Daniel Day-Lewis win 
his fi rst Best Actor Oscar in 1990? 
5. Which songs with “Dream” in the title were 
UK top fi ve hits for the following artists, [a] 
The Everly Brothers (1958), [b] David Essex 
(1980), [c] O-Town (2001), [d] Gabrielle (1993) 
and [e] ABBA (1979)? 
6. According to the Bible, who was the 
youngest of Jesse’s eight sons?
7. Founded in 1871, what is the name of the 
American organisation that lobbies against 
gun control?
8. In which US State would you fi nd The 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park? 
9. Which religion was founded by Lao Tzu 
around 500BC in China?
10. Which is the largest of the Inner Hebridian 
Islands?  
11. In mobile phones technology, what does 
the acronym SIM stand for? 
12. Which of Haydn’s Symphonies is known 
as the Surprise?
13. Who commanded the British fl eet at the 
Battle of Jutland?
14. Who replaced Paul Jones as lead singer 
of Manfred Mann in 1966?

ANSWERS
1. Hebe. 
2. Anita Lonsbrough. 
3. Petri dishes. 
4. My Left Foot. 
5. [a] “All I Have to do is Dream”, reached 
no.1, [b] “Silver Dream Machine”, no.4, 
[c] “Liquid Dreams”, no.3, [d] “Dreams”, 
no.1 and [e] “I Have a Dream”, no.2. 
6. David. 
7. National Rifl e Association. 
8. Tennessee. 
9. Taoism (Daoism). 
10. Skye. 

11. Subscriber Identity( or
 Identifi cation) Module 
12. 94th. 
13. Admiral John Jellicoe. 
14. Mike D’abo. 
15. [a] Colombia, [b] Guyana, [c] Peru, 
[d] Uruguay and [e] Argentina. 
16. Florida. 
17. Glandular Fever. 
18. St James’s Palace. 
19. French, German, Italian and 
Romansch. 
20. Raymond Chandler.

15. Of which South American nation are 
the following the capitals, [a] Bogota, [b] 
Georgetown, [c] Lima, [d] Montevideo and 
[e] Buenos Aires?
16. The Daytona 500 motor race is held 
annually in which US State?
17. Which illness is caused by the Epstein-
Barr virus?
18. Where was the main residence of the 
British Royal family from 1698 to 1837? 
19. What are the four offi cial languages of 
Switzerland?
20. Which author created the fi ctional 
detective Phillip Marlowe?

15. Of which South American nation are 

T H E  T A C S A Í  M A G A Z I N E 

B U M P E R 
Q U I Z
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ON

SPECIAL

OFFER
HURRY WHILE

STOCKS LAST

BPA-FREE 

PAPER ROLLS 

IN STOCK

ANY 4 MAGIC TREE AIR 
FRESHENERS FOR ONLY €5

H4 & H7 HEADLIGHT BULBS: 10 FOR €30, A SAVING OF 50%

COIN HOLDERS ARRIVE LATE-NOVEMBER

OPENING HOURS
Monday - Thursday 10am to 5.30pm       Friday 10am to 4.45pm

OPEN SATURDAYS 10AM - 1.30PM

Opening hours
Mon-Thur 10am to 5.30pm Fri 10am to 4,45pm

OPEN SATURDAYS 10AM - 1.30PM

*ITEMS
SOLD 

SEPARATELY.

TAXI SAFETY KITS 2KG FIRE
EXTINGUISHER
(EN3)

SON OF A GUN
DASHBOARD 
CLEANER €5

LEATHERETTE 
SEAT COVERS 

ONLY

€50
FOR TACSAI 
MAGAZINE 
READERS

NEXT DAY 

NATIONWIDE 

DELIVERY

ON ALL ITEMS



SOUTHSIDE
MOTOR FACTORS

VISIT

WWW.SMF.IE

TEL: +353 1 450 0887 
FAX: +353 1 450 0843

One of Dublin’s main 
independent distributors of 
the highest quality car parts, 
workshop consumables, tools 
and diagnostic equipment.

ALL YOUR CAR PARTS UNDER ONE ROOF

SOUTHSIDE MOTOR FACTORS
Motor City, Kylemore Road, Dublin 12       01 450 0887
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